New and enhanced KaiserSelect® products have been developed for:

- Aerospace
- General Engineering
- Defense Applications

The Product

- Created by responding to individual customer’s needs
- Assured through automated processing
- Verified by electronic output and recipe control

The Evolution

- Five years of capital investment, training and customer confirmation
- Application of Lean and Six Sigma principles in the Kaiser Production System

The Value

- Exceptional consistency across all measures
- Predictable set-up and performance
- Lower customer manufacturing costs

A new generation of products, delivering better value for what you buy every time.
The KaiserSelect Production Process…
A Unique, Multi-Aligned Manufacturing Approach

Scorecard
- Casting
- Homogenization
- Roll/Extrude
- Solution Heat Treat
- Quench
- Age
- Pack

KaiserSelect

Key Input Variables are Tracked and Recorded with Electronic Output

The Value
- Lot to lot consistency
- Exceptional flatness/straightness
- Less waste
- Predictable set-up
- Improved tool life
- Increased cutting and drilling speeds
- Consistent mechanical property performance and grain structure
- Faster overall machining time
- Less overall tooling and fixtures required

“KaiserSelect is a highly engineered aluminum product for your most demanding machining applications and will be our mark in the marketplace.”

– Jack Hockema
President, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board,
Kaiser Aluminum Corporation

ORDER NOW
For more information on KaiserSelect, as well as the complete line of Kaiser Aluminum products, please call 800-873-2011.